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Abstract: In order to realistically fulfil global and national climate protection targets, all potential
measures have to be made use of to a maximum extent. Because it is readily available, biomass
energy has been playing a key practical role for decades, supported by the traditional assumption of
its carbon neutrality: under sustainable conditions, carbon dioxide emitted during combustion is
held to be equal to its absorption during plant growth. In order to clarify conditions of carbon (C)
neutrality, it is therefore necessary to model the annual natural C cycle on the entire planet and to
include changes caused by a variety of growth strategies for biomass fuels. The “Combined Energy
and Biosphere Model” CEBM calculates the cycle of plant growth, decay, biomass fuel production
and its combustion on 2433 grid elements worldwide. CEBM results suggest that over many decades,
the C pools of litter and especially soil organic carbon (i.e., humus layer) deplete considerably as
a consequence of the interrupted natural carbon cycle. Overall, based on this finding, the earlier
assumption of “carbon-neutral biomass fuels” is disapproved of in a long-term evaluation and—as a
coarse rule of thumb—might be reduced to “half as carbon neutral as previously assumed” (when
compared to a current fuel mix). On top of this principal effect, it is well known that life-cycle
emissions, indirect or secondary emissions such as energy input related to production, transport and
conversion into fuels will still add to this already principally highly incomplete carbon neutrality
of biomass.
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1. Introduction

During the past decades, the causes of climate change have been quantitatively as-
sessed [1] (Ch. 2) and these findings have been converted into guiding principles for global
strategies against global warming. On national, supranational (the best recent example
being the “European Green Deal” [2]) and global levels, various modes of energy systems
and several groups of fuels were favoured and others disfavoured. In all strategies, energy-
related CO2 emissions form the heart of measures, while deforestation-related emissions
played an important but minor role, given the roughly tenfold higher energy-related GHG
(greenhouse gas) emissions from energy as compared to deforestation [3].

While solar energy (solar thermal and photovoltaics) and wind energy play, in most
cases, the leading part in energy strategies, especially in earlier decades biomass en-
ergy sources long enjoyed a central role be it as “transitory fuel” [4–17]. Favourable
aspects include the potential of biomass for additional carbon capture and storage [4]; its
easy combustibility, especially when pulverized [6]; its combination with nature-oriented
forestry [7,8] while respecting biofuel Life Cycle Assessments (LCAs) [9–11] for a wide
variety of chemical transformation [12,13], additionally also using microorganisms as
converters of solar energy [14]; energy security reasons [15]; and the removal of logging
residues with the target to displace fossil fuels [17]. To materialize such advantages, the
production of biomass fuels must follow sustainability prescriptions on various levels [16],
including how procedures and technologies during the phases of growth, harvesting
and conversion cause additional emissions and comply with environmental protection
in general.
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Within that mindset and in a theoretical frame, biomass energy was widely considered
as “carbon neutral” because the following net zero balance of carbon flows was assumed
to be a precise and true image of reality: exactly the emitted amount of carbon was
sequestrated from the atmosphere by these plants when growing [3–17]. Within this
frame of perception, the only effects disturbing the carbon neutrality of biomass were
emissions generated during the growth, harvest, and processing of raw biomass into readily
combustible fuels—thus limited to merely “secondary effects” such as emissions during
the entire life cycle of biofuel production, or indirect emissions, which—on a principal
level—might be rendered avoidable when managed suitably. For a detailed review of the
literature and a comparison with CEBM results please see Section 4.2.

In such situation, a targeted model-based analysis was undertaken to double-check
the hypothesis of biomass fuels’ carbon neutrality; i.e., to compute their net effect on the
global atmospheric CO2 concentration—and additionally to evaluate their global potential,
while using scenarios derivable from trends in energy carriers [18–21]. These results are
compared to recent literature findings (mainly in Section 4.2), after the main quantitative
concepts are developed in Sections 2 and 3. It becomes apparent that recent literature
increasingly takes a more critical standpoint regarding the carbon neutrality of biomass
energy, e.g., [18,22] and thus largely corroborates CEBM results. As a consequence, much
better targeted and better reflected biomass energy strategies are called for [22] (p. 2). In
this sense, also the present original article’s “objective is to reduce confusion arising from
the publication of diverging studies on forest bioenergy”, as does [22] (p. 3).

The research question dealt with in this article is as follows:

• To what extent is biomass energy carbon neutral in principle?

The novelty of this study is to provide a clear, carbon flow-based argumentation for why
biomass should not be considered as carbon neutral as is generally assumed. This article’s
contributions in the field of energy-related carbon emission reductions are a quantification
of the global net effect of worldwide production and combustion of biomass fuels to replace
fossil fuels.

The structure of the following article is as follows: Section 2, describing “materials
and methods”, presents the model CEBM including the main global carbon fluxes, pools
and their sensitivities. Section 3 on “Results” provides the scenarios and defines their
assumptions, including the main shifts within global carbon pools after BM energy usage,
while differentiating into the five biomass production types defined therein. One key result
(Section 3.6) is the extent to which BM energy appears not to be carbon neutral. Section 4,
the “Discussion”, reflects on this key result of non-neutrality based on an extensive analysis
of literature and other models; and presents long-term effects for biomass energy policies.
The conclusions of Section 5 sum up the above, and—in a nutshell—express that biomass
energy is only “half as carbon neutral as previously assumed”, which allows for the
repositioning of biomass energy within the global portfolio of climate protection, thus
adding the policy-making component to the offered computational model results.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Quantitative Tool: Combined Energy and Biosphere Model (CEBM)

This section explains the CEBM and presents the model structure with an overview of
all carbon pools and flows.

The “Combined Energy and Biosphere Model” (CEBM) represents a global carbon
cycle model and was created by the author based on the earlier Osnabrück Biosphere Model
(OBM). The OBM had been developed by Prof. Gerd Esser in Osnabrück and Giessen,
Germany [22–26], then refined at IIASA Laxenburg, Austria (where he handed over the
OBM to the author for modification, which led to the CEBM), and later developed the OBM
into the High Resolution Biosphere Model (HRBM) [27,28], again by G. Esser. The HRBM
was included in several benchmarking exercises for global carbon cycle models [29–31] (and
the author developed a land-use change module for it). The CEBM doubled the program
size of the predecessor model OBM [32] (pp. 238–259), and it includes a tool for energy
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scenarios (Figure 9 in [32]). In its biospheric program section on worldwide 2433 grid
elements, the CEBM allows the entire global carbon cycle to be calculated, including its
main compartments of atmosphere, ocean, standing biomass, litter (fallen leaves and twigs)
and soil organic carbon (SOC). The main carbon (C) flows (mediating between these carbon
pools) are annual plant growth and plant decay depending on local temperature and
precipitation levels [33] (p. 305). These C flows create a steady-state equilibrium as is
typical for any living system [34]. CEBM model runs show that the global stability of the
carbon cycle is determined by the relationship of magnitudes within the different existing
fluxes. High sensitivity to outside disturbances occurs when these disturbances represent a
large percentage of the flows in question [34–41].

This global model shows that the removal of biomass or residue from natural systems
is likely to reduce soil carbon. This likelihood has been pointed out before (e.g., [41,42]),
while [41] (p. 981, first para) assesses the CEBM definition of carbon pools (soil organic
carbon and litter) to equate those definitions in the then most recent IPCC report.

A more direct description of how the annual carbon cycle is modelled on each of the
2433 grid elements worldwide (dotted line in Figure 1) starts out from the pool “atmospheric
CO2” (labelled CO2, on top of Figure 1) and is directed as “Net Primary Productivity”
NPP towards the standing phytomass (plant matter, P). As can be seen from the three
parallel arrows, the CEBM distinguishes between natural areas, agricultural areas and
areas dedicated to biomass energy, which add up to 100% of each or the geographical
cells, amounting to some 250 km × 200 km. The phytomass P can degrade along two
paths, namely to create either woody or herbaceous litter (typically, branches and leaves
falling to the ground in autumn) and then follow microbial decomposition and return to
the atmosphere—be it via the long-term buffer pool of “soil organic carbon” SOC. In the
CEBM, instead of naturally decomposing, plant matter can also be combusted as biomass
fuel (BMFP, red sector in Figure 1) and can replace the same heat value of traditional fossil
fuels (FCO)—again being directed towards the atmosphere and thus closing the annual
loop. Luckily, about 45% of global fossil emissions are absorbed by ocean waters (CM) in
the mixed (M) or deep (D) water layers, thus preventing from a twice as fast increase in
atmospheric CO2 concentration.

As a principal preliminary test for whether fundamental credibility is deserved, when
inputting global annual fossil carbon emissions, the model reliably outputted atmospheric
CO2 concentration as experimentally observed; namely through so-called (i) initialization
runs and (ii) control runs [32] (pp. 262–265). (i) The initialization run means that all carbon
pools in the model start out at a level of zero and are gradually filled by the annual carbon
flows as defined through parametrization, in order to provide an equilibrated status of
“only natural functions on the planet, without human interference” (Annex A3 in [32],
similar to [38]). (ii) The control run means that from the historic starting year of 1860
(beginning of industrialization), the anthropogenic (fossil and deforestation) emissions
begin to alter that equilibrium and successfully model the atmospheric CO2 concentration
exactly (by a few ppm) as experimentally measured (Annex A4 in [32]). In a next step, the
model used a defined fraction of every grid cell’s area for the production of biomass fuels
which then could be used for replacing fossil fuels while keeping the calorific value of both
fuel types identical.

By its detailed modelling of existing steady-state equilibria within the global carbon cy-
cle (see Figure 1, depicted in detail through maps and time series in [33] (pp. 53–64+291–309),
the CEBM is able to truly model biomass fuel usage, namely the net effect of the enhanced
combustion of biomass. Such a dynamic viewpoint is not taken by a merely static calcula-
tion that only views two identical global carbon flows, namely “CO2 emitted by biomass
fuel combustion” and “CO2 absorbed (i.e., sequestered) by biomass fuel growth” (symbol-
ized in Figure 12 at left)—wherein these two carbon flows would simply add up to net zero.
As this article shows, only a static view supports the idea of principal and theoretical
carbon neutrality of biomass fuels, but a dynamic view tracing all single carbon flows
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realistically (Figure 12 at right) does not support the idea of principal carbon neutrality of
biomass energy.

 

 

Scheme of the CEBM: The global carbon cycle 

2433 grid elements: net flow = balance 

ATMOSPHERE 

TECHNOSPHERE BIOSPHERE 

LITHOSPHERE 

OCEAN 

Figure 1. The structure of the global carbon reservoirs (rectangles) and flows (arrows) in the
CEBM [32,33], computed on 2433 grid elements. Legend (for more details see in Appendices A and B
and [24]): The red program module describes growth (NPPb) and production (BMFP) of biomass
fuels; BUM = biomass standing on former areas that are later used for BM fuel growth: this standing
BM may or may not be combusted as well. Other compartments are: NPP = net primary productiv-
ity (on a = agricultural and n = natural areas), Burnt = deforestation, L = litter (leaves and twigs),
LP = litter production (h = herbaceous and w = woody), LD = litter depletion, SOC = soil organic
carbon (neu = formation and D = depletion) M and D = mixed and deep layers of global ocean,
CM = net uptake by the ocean, FC = fossil carbon, FCO = fossil combustion.

Before trusting the quantitative results of the model’s structure of flows and pools, and
especially the effects of outside changes on this dynamic equilibrium, for several months the
sensitivities of global carbon pools and fluxes were analysed in dialogue [43] and dozens
of timelines and maps of these flows and pools were studied as a function of different
scenarios for energy, emissions and deforestation (pp. 195–585 in [32]; a small selection is
in Table A1) and compared with literature. It became apparent that disturbances in the
global carbon cycle showed reasonable effects and known biogeochemical parameters such
as soil organic carbon (SOC) are suitably generated as a function of thousands of model
years [17,27,28]. Thus, the author trusted the model to provide suitable results also for
future years. Numerous field studies had been taken into account by the authors of the
predecessor models [22–28] when parametrizing the carbon flow. As shown in Figure 1,
influx into the SOC pool stems from litter, i.e., both woody and herbaceous plant parts
(Lh + Lw) that decompose annually, depending on the local climate. Flow out of the SOC
pool is also governed by a heuristic formula (rightmost column in Appendix B) which was
assessed multiple times by the author of the predecessor model [22–28].

The above section described the main pools and fluxes in the natural global carbon
cycle and the anthropogenically disturbed carbon cycle.
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2.2. Very Diverse Sensitivities: Annual CO2 Emissions, Deforestation and the Fertilizer Effect

This section offers several quantifications prior to the main research question of
“carbon neutrality of biomass fuels” and focuses on the fertilizer effect (Section 2.2.1),
deforestation (Section 2.2.2) and energy-related CO2 emissions (Section 2.2.3).

As a quick but reliable assessment of three often suggested hypotheses on how sen-
sitive different assumptions are for the resulting atmospheric CO2 concentration, several
CEBM model runs allowed the impact of (1) CO2 fertilization, (2) deforestation and (3) fossil
CO2 emissions to be determined on the modelled level of atmospheric CO2 concentration
for the year 2100.

2.2.1. The Fertilizer Effect

In earlier decades of climate protection, a frequent argument against the need for
CO2 emission abatement was that “the entire globe’s biomass would absorb human fossil
emissions anyhow”, namely by enhanced plant growth in an atmosphere with elevated CO2
concentration levels. The CEBM is able to refute such an argument (that actually had more
of the character of an excuse), namely that the so-called “CO2 fertilizer effect” would offset
fossil emissions (model benchmarking for its parametrization had been undertaken [40]).
According to the formulaic implementation of existing and quantifiable knowledge about
the so-called CO2 fertilization effect (i.e., plant growth in a given year is stronger with higher
atmospheric CO2 concentration) on the growth of plants in the model, the impact of this
effect on carbon sequestration is close to the error margin, hence almost undetectable [44].
(It can thus be concluded that a possible effect of more intense and frequent extreme
weather events on the amount of annually growing biomass would be still more difficult to
model at this stage—and is therefore left out from this model version). This is mentioned
here because advocates of the coal industry in earlier decades claimed a strong offset of
coal-related CO2 emissions by this fertilizer effect, and even produced a film “The Greening
of Planet Earth” [45–48] (p. 283, footnote 166) in which the whole area of the Sahara
Desert turned into green colour “thanks to emissions from coal fuels”. Such advertisements
were led by strong economic interests and tried to misguide public opinion in earlier
decades. A major underlying reason is that this effect pertains only to the annual turnover
of carbon but clearly not to the standing biomass which remains roughly the same [32]
(Figures 11, 17 and 21 therein), or to be exact, increases by 1–2% only within a range of low
and high scenarios [33] (p. 307).

2.2.2. Deforestation

The target of this subsection is (i) to evaluate the effect of deforestation on atmospheric
CO2 and (ii) to study and assess CEBM model behaviour after extensive land-use changes,
with a view to planned biomass scenarios. For deforestation activities, the model includes
a first quick emission (i.e., burning) followed by a longer, steady phase of emission (i.e.,
decomposition) [49]. A “reasonable” (or at least conceivable) variety of deforestation sce-
narios (defined by what is held plausible in current literature, based on an unpublished
literature analysis performed by the author at IIASA) ranges from the preservation of 90%
of global forests to their total annihilation by 2100—thus portraying even the theoretical
maximum of diverse futures for deforestation. Model runs show that the resulting variabil-
ity of atmospheric CO2 concentration amounts to a thirtieth of the variability due to diverse
fossil scenarios [32] (Figure 42 therein). Hence, quantitative proof is evidence (once again)
that fossil emissions are the key leverage for combating global warming by any suitable
policy [33] (pp. 45–50, Figure 5.6 therein, pp. 291–310).

2.2.3. Energy-Related CO2 Emissions

While “preliminary energy scenarios” for the CEBM ranged from annual growth rates
for CO2 emissions of−3% to +5% (with “+3%/a” representing a high scenario and “+1%/a”
representing a moderate but still unsustainable scenario), these gross numbers do not yet
reflect sufficiently well the underlying nation-by-nation techno-socio-economic dynamic
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patterns. In this CEBM program version, preference was given to the assessment of the
impact of biomass scenarios, and therefore the energy scenarios were considered mainly
as a background against which the net impact of biomass strategies is measured. In order
to allow for a comparison with the scenarios proposed by IPCC AR5 [50], the scenario
“+3%/a” is largely equivalent to AR5′s RCP8.5, often described as a “business-as-usual”
scenario, and the scenario “+1%/a” is largely near (or a bit higher than) RCP4.5, which
might be seen as a reduction scenario which, however, still proves insufficient for current
1.5 ◦C targets but might instead result in 3 ◦C warming after centuries. These two CEBM
scenarios result from linear combinations of sub-scenarios for population, economic level,
energy intensity (=E/GDP) and fuel mix and are provided in detail in [32] (formulae on
pp. 104–106) and in [44] (pp. 119–129).

The main message of the above section is that the most essential impact on the global
carbon cycle is energy-related CO2 followed by deforestation-related CO2 and then followed
by the so-called greenhouse effect. This means that any political strategy should firstly
address fossil energy and secondly deforestation while—thirdly—the so-called greenhouse
effect can clearly never serve as an “excuse” that nature itself would be able to balance out
human impacts on the carbon cycle.

3. Results

CEBM model runs are undertaken with various scenario assumptions in the style of a
“what—if” logic and allow conclusions when comparing different scenarios. In order to
give a first overview, the scenarios portrayed in Section 3 use as follows:

• Underlying energy scenarios, namely, the following:

# One higher scenario corresponding to an annual CO2 emissions growth rate of
+3%/a and

# One lower scenario corresponding to an annual CO2 emissions growth rate of
+1%/a

• Upon which five types of scenarios for production types are applied, namely those
described in Table 1, being ap, as, av, nv, nvn.

Table 1. The five biomass production types in the CEBM. The abbreviation combines the former
allocation of the given area (natural or agricultural: first letter) and the form of growth (second letter).

Abbreviation Biomass Production Type

ap Energy plantations on former agricultural areas
as Energy utilization of agricultural biomass (e.g., straw burning)
av Energy plantations on formerly natural areas
nv Energy use of natural biomass growing on natural areas (age 5 years)

nvn Energy use of natural biomass growing on natural areas (forestry)

3.1. Scenarios on the Amount of Biomass Fuel Production Area

This section presents five modes of scenarios on how biomass energy may be grown
and computes the results on the atmospheric CO2 concentration of these five biomass
production types under varying frameworks.

In several sets of biomass (BM) energy scenarios (details for the five principal growth
strategies are explained in Table 1), widely varying assumptions for the overall area dedi-
cated to BM energy production were implemented, thus resulting in over 70 test runs of
the CEBM. In general, the CEBM allocates each grid cell of land area to a certain percentage
either for “natural” areas (e.g., forests, meadows) or for agricultural areas (with fields for
food production), while both land-use types add up to 100% (this omission of urban areas
might mean a small inconsistency but the final carbon pools and fluxes do not suffer from
the deviation of a few percent). For the target of biomass energy growth, the CEBM can
take a certain annual share of either natural or agricultural area and reallocate it to biomass
production. One self-evident background is that humanity certainly needs areas of natural
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growth (to maintain biospheric cycles) and especially agriculturally used areas (for cereal
etc. growth). Thus, it is evident that (in the CEBM) biomass can only grow if either natural
or agricultural areas are diminished, because no large amounts of empty or barren land
are available, except with unrealistically huge efforts for supplying water, humus and a
suitably decent climate. When deliberating the extensive usage of areas for biomass energy
production modelled in the below-mentioned scenarios, undesirable social conflicts will
quickly arise—all the more because biomass energy has no great energy density and hence
requires large areas.

Two main groups of biomass production scenarios included:

I Every year, 0.1% of each grid cell’s (either natural or agricultural) area is dedicated to
biomass energy production (Figures 2 and 3), thus after a century resulting in 10%
of the initial area being dedicated to BM fuel production and therefore still leaving
sufficient space to the original usages of either natural or agricultural vegetation.

II Every year, 1% of each grid cell’s (either natural or agricultural) area is dedicated to
biomass energy production (see Figures 4 and 5), thus after a century resulting in
100% of the initial area being dedicated to BM fuel production and therefore leaving
no more sufficient space to the original usages of the earlier natural or agricultural
vegetation. It is now already visible that in this group of scenarios the disturbing
effects for the entire planet are way too strong to ever still be called “sustainable”. But,
nevertheless, such scenarios are undertaken here as hypothetical and hence harmless
thought experiments (Gedankenexperiment, in German language) in order to assess the
global effects of biomass energy effects pushed to a theoretical maximum.
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Figure 2. In a “+3%/a” CO2 emission growth scenario, when dedicating 0.1% of areas for biomass
production, all five described types of biomass scenarios (without combustion of standing biomass on
possibly deforested areas) show only a very small effect on the atmospheric CO2 concentration (from
~1160 to 1200 ppm in 2100). In the av scenario, even the concentration is higher than in the control
scenario (labelled 0), due to uncontrolled deforestation emissions.
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Figure 3. In a “+3%/a” CO2 emission growth scenario, when dedicating 0.1% of areas for biomass
production, all five described types of biomass scenarios (with combustion of standing biomass on
possibly deforested areas) show only a very small effect on the atmospheric CO2 concentration (from
~1140 to 1180 ppm in 2100).

It is striking that in the first group of scenarios (I), with less strong enforcement of areas
dedicated to BM fuel production, the overall effect on the atmospheric CO2 concentration
is highly marginal, as is visible in Figures 2 and 3.

Therefore, it makes sense to subsequently look into the effects of massively enhanced
BM strategies, namely gradually covering 100% of either natural or agricultural areas with
BM for fuels until the end of a period of a century (second group of scenarios II, see in
Figures 4 and 5), leading to more marked effects on the overall output parameter of the
CEBM, namely atmospheric CO2 concentration.

In the language of the CEBM, the expression “with or without usage of deforested areas
for energy” means the following: in all areas coming under usage for energy production
(be these former natural or former agricultural areas), a standing biomass exists. This
plant matter must be dealt with when introducing a new allocation for these areas. In
principle, the biomass standing there can either be combusted and the resulting energy
used to replace fossil fuels (in the same way as the future-produced biomass fuels replace
fossil energies) or it can be combusted without such use for the production of energy. The
latter choice would actually amount to deforestation through burning and thus be highly
unsatisfying. The latter option “without energetic use of biomass from re-dedicated areas”
therefore shows often extremely high CO2 emissions which of course directly counteract
the initial target of biomass cultivation, namely hindering CO2 emissions. Given that
choosing between these two principal options most strikingly influences the final result, in
all Figures a clear distinction is made between the two choices.
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Figure 4. In a “+3%/a” CO2 emission growth scenario, when dedicating 1% of areas for biomass
production, all five described types of biomass scenarios (without combustion of standing biomass on
possibly deforested areas) show considerable effect on atmospheric CO2 concentration (from ~920 to
1320 ppm in 2100). In the av scenario, the concentration is even higher than in the control scenario
(labelled 0), due to uncontrolled deforestation emissions.
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Figure 5. In a “+3%/a” CO2 emission growth scenario, when dedicating 1% of areas for biomass
production, all five described types of biomass scenarios (with combustion of standing biomass on
possibly deforested areas) show a high to extremely high effect on the atmospheric CO2 concentration
(from ~420 to 1200 ppm in 2100)—but the downside is that the globe would be fully deprived of
either natural or agricultural vegetation and hence uninhabitable.

From the above four figures, the main message can be for both main groups of biomass
production scenarios as follows:

I => a net effect on the global atmospheric CO2 concentration is almost not visible,
hence such a “soft” scenario mode helps too little in mastering the initial research
question, namely fighting global warming.

II => while considerable mitigation of the greenhouse effect is achieved, the main
message is that engendered disturbing effects on the entire planet are way too strong
to ever still be called “sustainable” in any respect. These disturbing effects include the
following: huge damage to existing land-use change patterns, destruction of the entire
(either agricultural or natural) vegetation cover for the sake of energy production,
and disturbed ecological and economical patterns on all levels. In such scenarios, the
globe would be completely deprived of its natural material cycles, and thus planetary
biochemistry would be overturned with additional damage to the climate (that was
intended to be saved in the first place).

Hence, the above four modelling scenarios teach as follows: either the mitigating effect
of biomass energy is very small on the global greenhouse effect, or if the mitigating effect is
large enough, the limits of sustainability are not kept.

3.2. Shifts in Global Carbon Pools and Fluxes Resulting from Biomass Growth Scenarios

The above-mentioned scenarios produce long-term shifts within the global carbon
pools as shown in the sections of Figure 6, and within the scheme of global carbon fluxes as
shown in Figure 7.
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age = 5 years) and bottom right: nvn (=energy use of natural biomass).
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Figure 6 provides a synopsis of all involved carbon pools as a global sum. It therefore
becomes visible that the depletion of the fossil pool by energy-related fossil emissions leads
to a carbon shift into the following two other reservoirs: the atmosphere and the ocean. It
might be a helpful rule of thumb for quick reference that half of the fossil emissions end up
in these two compartments. When focusing on the difference between the three biomass
growth types, the comparison shows that using agricultural areas (image above, type ap
or as) leads to no visible changes in plant mass, but usage of the globe’s natural areas
leads to the complete replacement of natural plant mass by plant mass devoted to energy
production—and this article discusses several times how unrealistic and how extremely
unsustainable such a strategy is.
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3.3. Results from the Scenarios on Biomass Energy Growth

This section presents conclusions from the above results regarding the global potential
of biomass energy carriers.

One collateral result of the above-mentioned scenarios on five strategies of biomass
growth (see Table 1) is the global potential for biomass fuels, i.e., the capability of the
biosphere to produce biomass that can be combusted [33] (pp. 61–64). It is emphasized that
all scenarios within the CEBM assume that only the amount of annually growing biomass
is used for combustion but not the amount of standing biomass (=standing plant matter = P
in Figures 1 and 7 = phytomass as such), in order to implement at least one aspect of sustain-
ability in very general terms. Thus, the arrow indicating biomass fuel production (BMFP, at
the extreme left in Figure 7) represents a flux that deliberately branches off a considerable
share of the naturally existing flow named NPP (= net primary productivity = annual
growth of plants).

In this sense, we now contemplate the theoretical maximum fuel potential (of the
highest yielding of all five biomass growth strategies, which is clearly nvn). As a quick
orientation, the calorific value (when only viewing the value of annually grown wood) is
of an order of magnitude that roughly corresponds to current global energy consumption.
The connected reduction effect on atmospheric CO2 concentration is about 300 ppm (see
Figure 4 at the right)

However, as in the course of the remaining century the overall global energy demand
will have increased considerably, this potential will appear as very modest—especially
given the huge effort needed to exhaust this potential through large-scale re-allocation of
land use.

Such a limited biospheric potential of the energy carrier biomass assumes (realistically)
a yield for plant growth identical to the present yields from either natural or agricultural
biomass on each of the 2433 grid elements across the planet. It seems unrealistic to just
dream of drastically higher plant matter yields because tremendous efforts for irrigation
and soil improvement would be necessary across wide swathes of the earth.

As mentioned, when limiting oneself to more moderate biomass strategies
(Figures 2 and 3), the resulting effect on the atmospheric CO2 concentration (which is
the final output parameter of the CEBM), amounts to only around 20 ppm (see Figure 2 at
right) which can be considered to be non-rewarding when comparing with the huge efforts
needed for any worldwide biomass energy strategy.

Summing up this section, there are only the following two possibilities: either the
imaginary global biomass-centred energy supply system supplies such large amounts of
biomass fuel that a greenhouse reduction effect is perceptible and thus causes disturbances
in the carbon cycle of the biosphere (removal of plants, soil depletion); or one takes into
account the limited load-bearing capacity of the plant cover and has to do without the
originally desired abatement of the greenhouse effect.

The above section offered four groups of scenarios that allow us the assessment of
(i) how the main shifts within the global carbon cycle occur and (ii) how a theoretical
maximum of the global biospheric biomass energy potential is quantifiable.

3.4. Scenarios with Lower Increase Rates of Global CO2 Emissions

This section presents modified model runs (as compared with Section 3.1) in order to
assess less radical impacts (namely, only a tenth) on the planet’s biosphere.

All the scenarios examined so far were against the background of a consistently strong
increase in fossil energy-related CO2 emissions during the 21st century of +3% per year
(“+3%/a”), which might prove very realistic given earlier and present trends [51–53]. In this
situation, analogous biomass scenarios are tried out with a lower CO2 emissions overall
trend, namely at +1%/a. At the same time, these scenarios serve to evaluate another
effect of biomass energy strategies that until now was hidden within the multitude of
different reactions of the global carbon cycle’s dynamic equilibrium as follows: what
does the re-utilization of formerly natural or agricultural areas produce in terms of net
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atmospheric CO2 concentration? To detect such an effect, the assumption was made that
within one single year (in this case, hypothetically in 1991), 10% of the entire (either natural
or agricultural) area in every grid cell is used for the production of biomass fuels (according
to the five strategies described in Table 1). Figures 8 and 9 show the result, with and without
usage of deforested areas for energy, respectively.
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Figure 8. In a “+1%/a” CO2 emission growth scenario, when dedicating 10% of areas for biomass
production using all five described types of biomass scenarios (without combustion of standing
biomass for energy on possibly deforested areas), overall atmospheric concentrations remain much
lower as compared to earlier “+3%/a” scenarios. A considerable effect on the atmospheric CO2

concentration is exerted by those emissions that are generated by deforestation of areas for the targets
of creating energy plantations. (While some decades ago this was still considered a highly unrealistic
scenario, real developments disapproved of such an optimistic view.).
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Figure 9. Same scenario assumptions as in Figure 8, but (with combustion of standing biomass for
energy on possibly deforested areas) in a “+1%/a” CO2 emission growth scenario. Moreover, here,
the net mitigation effect of biomass energy strategies lies in the order of magnitude of only 50 ppm
CO2 until 2100—while the difference to all “+3%/a” scenarios amounts to as much as 600 ppm.

The above section portrays the impacts of a less-than-maximum biomass energy strategy
worldwide and shows how limited its positive effect on the resulting CO2 concentration is.

3.5. Summing up the Effects of Biomass Strategies on the Global Carbon Cycle as Result of
the CEBM

This section presents the overall lessons learned from all the above model runs,
grouped into eight main items.

Based on the above calculations, the most important effects of the energetic use of
biomass on the global carbon cycle include the following:

(1) Fossil CO2 emissions decrease (to a slightly lesser degree than the extent to which
emissions from biomass fuels are added in exchange, the reason being the weaker
calorific value of wood as compared to current fossil fuel mix of coal, oil and gas),

(2) In some scenario types, the global total phytomass becomes decisively decreased
(because naturally standing forests accumulate more carbon per area than dedicated
biomass fuel plantations of whichever of the five strategies mentioned above)

(3) In all scenario types, the carbon flow through the litter compartment (in Figures 1 and 7)
decreases (as a result of the “BM fuels” (flux BMFP in Figures 1 and 7) being car-
ried away from the areas) and the inflow into the soil carbon compartment (SOC in
Figures 1 and 7) also decreases as a consequence. This SOC pool loses C as a direct
consequence of biomass fuel usage; in some cases, considerably, which is ultimately
due to the removal of material from the steady state of the natural global carbon cycle
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that has reached a planetary steady-state equilibrium after thousands of years (compu-
tationally, reaching of this equilibrium is shown [31] (pp. 262–263)). Over the decades,
this effect produces a very considerable net depletion of soil organic carbon (i.e., of
humus) globally.

(4) The amount of carbon released as a result of the possible rededication of natural areas
to those with a lower forest density must be taken into account; their emission into
the atmosphere is undesirable, and very astonishingly is of strikingly high magnitude.
Thus the “rededication emissions” (BUM in in Figure 1—meaning in German Biomasse-
Umwidmung, i.e., re-allocation of areas from other dedications (a or n) to biomass
production areas) which are equivalent and analogous to deforestation emissions,
are likely to represent the main effect of biomass strategies, even if this was very
unexpected to the author before performing the present study. Readers in the year
2023 are well aware of striking photos from palm oil plantations in the global South
that replaced enormously rich and densely forested primordial areas [54–59].

(5) A noticeable relief with regard to the increase in atmospheric CO2 content can be
detected in the model results, but it approaches marginal values if the theoretical
potential for energetic biomass use is not exhausted.

(6) The effects on the global ecosystem will in many cases be more than considerable.
(7) However, a model result of the CEBM is that the energetic use of biomass contributes

to the slowing down of the increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration.
(8) An assessment beyond the area of the carbon cycle is not possible by the CEBM

because it perceives merely carbon fluxes, not fluxes of other chemical substances
such as oxygen, nitrogen, minerals or any nutrients—or soil quality at large—or any
wider biospheric magnitudes such as biodiversity of economic parameters. Therefore,
other deliberations certainly must complement the CEBM results. It can be expected
that the assessment of the value of biomass strategies will then be seen in a still much
more critical light.

The further weighting of all relevant effects has to take interdisciplinary aspects into
account.

This section portrayed eight key impacts of extensive biomass energy use and high-
lighted (possibly surprisingly) that the largest effect should be expected from standing
biomass prior to plantations.

3.6. CEBM Model Runs to Evaluate the Overall Carbon Neutrality of Biomass Energy

This section presents and interprets specific comparisons of CEBM model runs that
serve to assess the degree to which biomass can be considered principally carbon neutral.

More quantitative conclusions on the degree of carbon neutrality (or its principal
non-neutrality, as suggested in Item 3 above), can be drawn from comparisons of several
more CEBM model runs that are pictured in Figure 11 and Table 2.

As an envelope to these additional scenarios, a “business as usual” scenario (full line,
above, yielding 1190 ppm until 2100 and thus largely identical to a “+3%/a” scenario) and a
climate-compatible “reduction target” scenario (dashed line, below, yielding 435 ppm until
2100 and thus largely identical to a “−1%/a” scenario) are added. These two scenarios
might describe the range of likely future developments across the majority of socio-political
assumptions triggering resulting global CO2 emissions. Moreover, the “basic” scenario
(squared points, centre, yielding 640 ppm until 2100, largely similar to a “+1%/a” sce-
nario) provides the basis of comparison for the following two scenarios: biomass and
low emission.

The deliberation is as follows:

• In a base case, energy demand (derived in [32] (Chapter 8)) can be covered until 2100 by
a strongly reduced percentage of fossil fuels and by a courageously assumed (roughly)
half of sustainable non-carbon sources such as solar and wind (nuclear is explicitly
not intended!) and the remainder of energy demand is covered by “biomass”—which
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the core interest of the present study. This is called the “biomass scenario”, depicted at
left in Figure 10.

• If the “biomass” share of the above “biomass scenario” is covered by non-carbon
energy as well, then the world can satisfy the same energy demand with different
energy carriers.

When comparing the two above-mentioned scenarios, the difference in resulting
atmospheric CO2 concentrations should be zero in cases where biomass energy is truly
carbon neutral, because it would make no difference to use non-carbon sources (such as
solar and wind) or “carbon-neutral biomass”.

However, the CEBM model results show a considerable difference as follows: the
reduction achieved in atmospheric CO2 concentration from the base scenario (squared
points in Figure 11) to the biomass scenario (full diamonds in Figure 11) is not as great
as the reduction achieved from the base scenario to the low-emission scenario (empty
diamonds in Figure 11). The remaining difference is identical to the amount by which the
energetic use of biomass is not completely CO2-neutral.

It is easy to read graphically that after taking into account the net effect of the complex
carbon cycle processes within the biosphere (as modelled in Figure 1) in an overall view,
biomass fuels are actually CO2-neutral only to about half of the theoretically expected (and
desired) extent. This is an astonishing result and can be easily understood by the depletion
of the worldwide soil organic carbon pool, due to the redirection of considerable amounts
of wood away from their “natural destiny” of being decomposed into litter and then into
SOC (humus). Overall, biomass production areas will therefore considerably deplete in
humus, given the fact that the decomposition of humus by microorganisms (flux SOCD in
Figure 1) continues as usual by the unchanged activity of microorganisms in the soil. Those
microorganisms are unaware of human redirection of C flows.

To the extent that the CEBM correctly models these aspects of reality, and to the degree
it is a suitable computational model, this result of “biomass is only half as carbon neutral
as previously hoped” is to be regarded as one of the main results of the entire CEBM
modelling endeavour and strongly calls into question the naming of biomass as a “carbon-
neutral energy source” in the framework of international climate protection strategies and
of accounting rules for national emissions.
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Figure 10. How the assumed (moderate) energy demand until 2100 is covered by single energy
carriers. While overall energy supply is identical in both cases, the energy demand covered by
biomass at left is covered by non-carbon sources at right—thus allowing C-neutrality to be assessed.
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Figure 11. Compilation of several scenarios that allow the evaluation of whether biomass energy is
systematically carbon neutral, or the extent to which this carbon neutrality is smaller than anticipated.

It is highlighted that this “halved carbon neutrality” is true even if transport, conver-
sion, losses and other connected fossil emissions are not taken into account. Even if (in a
highly idealized image) these preparatory and secondary emissions are later to be covered
by biomass energy sources on their turn, it will not heal the principal non-neutrality of
biomass from a purely theoretical standpoint, i.e., when viewing only carbon flows and
when limiting biomass energy to directly combustible wood matter (which is not true
anyhow because of the need to convert BM into liquid fuels for the sectors of transport,
e.g., [60–66]). Additionally, all effects and cycles of biomass growth and harvest take place
over very long periods of time, as is typical for any deliberation within forestry.
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Table 2. Comparison of the CO2 reduction by 2100 achievable by different measures as quantitatively
evaluated by CEBM scenarios (see Figure 11).

Mitigation Measure
(CEBM Scenario)

Atmospheric CO2 Content
in the Year 2100 in ppm

CO2 Reduction Compared
to the Trend Case for 2100

Trend = business as usual (+3%/a
increase in emissions due to the

increase in energy demand)
approx. 1200 -

Global maximum biomass use
(with trend scenario: +3%/a) approx. 1000 approx. 150

Reduction of the increase in
emissions or energy demand from

+3% to +1% (base scenario)
approx. 650 approx. 550

Combination of both methods
(biomass scenario) approx. 550 approx. 650

Reduction target (−1%/a) approx. 450 approx. 750

The above section combined three specific scenarios and allowed the following con-
clusion to be drawn: on a principal level, biomass energy is less carbon neutral than is
widely assumed.

3.7. Effects on Rules for Emission Accounting for Biomass Energy and Biomass Sinks

This section presents the consequences of the above assessments on the rules for
carbon accounting.

Each country was and is obliged to report its emissions annually, based on emission
reporting guidelines in force at a given time, defined by the IPCC [67]—while carbon ac-
counting of the biosphere still encounters many principal difficulties [68–84]. As described
on page 6 of the (unpublished) detailed version of the Austrian Air Emission Inventory
1980–1996 [85], the overall reporting activity should differentiate better into the single car-
bon flows involved in biomass energy, and not be restricted to simple “carbon neutrality”.
This might have been improved in the meantime.

In light of the Austrian situation, during the past decades, carbon sinks have always
accounted for highly negative values with “land use change and forestry” of the carbon
balance [86]. According to the authors Jonas and Schidler, the following three different
factors have contributed to the major fluxes from the atmosphere into the biosphere:

1. Net increase of areas covered with forests in Austria
2. Increase of net stock density per unit area
3. Increase of average age of forest stands because trees are harvested on average at a

later stage.

In principle, there are two different approaches for accounting for carbon fluxes with
regard to harvesting and combusting biomass (see Figure 12). However, care must be
taken in order not to confuse the two concepts by eventually omitting one partner of two
corresponding flows.

A. Biomass is regarded as a carbon neutral fuel. In a sustainable production system,
the CO2 emissions occurring during biomass energy usage and biomass growth
are considered to be equal, which is approximately the case in the medium term
(grey double arrow). Here, the CO2 emission factor equals zero. This simplified
view is sufficiently exact in some cases and is reflected in the national total of the
present report.

B. In this more elaborate concept both carbon fluxes (net emission minus net growth) are
represented (two arrows in the sketch). This approach enables possible non-nil net
effects to be accounted for, due to (i) import or export of biomass fuels or (ii) net
increase or depletion of carbon on the territory of a country as a result of various
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biogenic or other factors. Here the CO2 emission factor of biomass is equal to the
carbon content of the wood but a corresponding arrow in the above sketch represents
net tree growth for one year. In this approach, the level of differentiation corresponds
to this concept (see pp. 6–7 in [85]).
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Figure 12. Two different approaches when accounting of carbon flows for Austria’s biomass energy
for the year 1996: (A) simplified approach assuming carbon neutrality; (B) suggested approach based
on the CEBM, differentiating into the single flows correctly. Image source: [85].

It can be easily imagined that the choice of the accounting method creates considerable
differences regarding the following

• The performance of entire nations regarding climate change to date
• Every nation’s decision for future climate policies.

The above section supported the conceptual step from merely assuming carbon neu-
trality towards neatly differentiating into all single flows when it comes to national carbon
accounting.

4. Discussion
4.1. On the Notion of the Overall Carbon Neutrality of Biomass Energy

This section presents the discussion of CEBM results regarding the carbon neutrality
of biomass energy.

The above result can be explained as follows: As already mentioned, the decade-
long extraction of plant material from an ecosystem leads, according to the results of the
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CEBM, to a depletion in the soil carbon reservoir (SOC, Figures 1 and 7). In the end, these
emissions also follow the path of all anthropogenic emissions, as do deforestation emissions
and fossil CO2 emission as follows: they are mainly distributed across the atmosphere and
the ocean. Consideration of the quantity of those “net CO2 emissions from global soils”
shows that (depending on the model used), this effect amounts to about half of the amount
of energy saved (still being dependent on to the exact type of biomass growth strategy
(here nvn)). These “net emissions from the soil” result from the fact that the flow from
this pool (SOCD) remains the same due to the almost constant degradation activity of the
microorganisms, but the current flowing into the soil carbon reservoir (SOCneu) drops by
an amount equivalent to the removal of biomass fuels. The latter can no longer take their
“natural” route “existing litter => soil organic carbon” (see Figure 7).

Overall, intensive energetic biomass production represents a large-scale diversion of
global carbon flows, which influences the stable flow equilibrium between previously
largely untouched carbon reservoirs. These streams of carbon are used by humans to
generate energy and, according to the model results, are therefore no longer available to
nature for sufficient humus (SOC) formation. In this context, it should be pointed out once
again that the exact extent of this soil carbon depletion effect depends mathematically on
the formula for its degradation. This formula was recognised in [32] as empirical or even
heuristic and possibly might be not exactly applicable to every spot of the globe. In general,
it may well be that the modelling results of the CEBM do not exactly apply numerically;
but with the current state of knowledge, the fact remains that such a carbon depletion effect
nevertheless occurs, and that its scope is in all probability not negligible in the long term.
The result found here seems to have a higher degree of likelihood with regard to its actual
occurrence, but a lower degree of likelihood with regard to its quantitative extent.

It should be emphasised again that in the scenarios mentioned, almost worldwide
use of natural woody plant growth for combustion was assumed. In order to circumvent
the mentioned effect of the biosphere’s net CO2 emission, one could come up with the
suggestion to use biomass for energy to a lesser extent. Such scenarios would influence
the earth’s ecosystem much less, but would show only a very marginal contribution to the
containment of the increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration (see Figures 8 and 9).

It is of course possible to use other types of growth than “forestry” (nvn) from the
five cultivation types mentioned in Table 1. However, the following two things have to
be considered: On the one hand, the “nvn” (forestry) method is a method in which the
biomass originally existing at a location can also be left untouched during the phase of
fuel production (no land conversion emissions are possible); on the other hand, the other
scenario types providing a significantly lower potential for fuel generation. This means
that the global greenhouse reduction potential of other cultivation types (av, as, nv, ap)
would be even lower.

It is mentioned here that the main result, namely, that harvesting biofuels is likely
to reduce soil carbon, is corroborated independently by models created after the CEBM,
including the Graz-Oakridge Carbon Assessment Model GORCAM [17,87–90] created by
Bernhard Schlamadinger, with whom the author engaged in detailed discussions.

The above section positioned the CEBM results within a wider frame of other similar
models assessing carbon neutrality.

4.2. Comparison of CEBM Results with Literature

This section presents a detailed comparison of CEBM’s results on the question of
carbon neutrality with results from the scientific literature, with a focus on recent literature.

At first, this section provides evidence that the CEBM and its above-mentioned results
conform with current knowledge of the global carbon cycle, and are backed by a wide
range of models.

As one recent analysis [41] (p. 981, second para) states, “cycling of carbon is in-
herently linked with cycling of nutrients, particularly nitrogen”, and therefore author G.
Esser [22–28] already strived to combine carbon cycle models with nitrogen cycle models
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early on. Evidently, it is crucial to correctly parametrize both influxes into and outfluxes
from soil organic carbon (SOC) [41] (p. 981, third para) as a function of local temperature
and precipitation, because in a cool temperate climates SOC accumulates over many thou-
sands of years; whereas it does not in warm, wet or desert climates. Quantitatively, these
net effects were double-checked by “initial runs” [32] (pp. 262–263) before applying the
CEBM at all, and yielded the well-known geographical pattern for SOC [32] (pp. 334–336).
The clay content mentioned in [41] (p. 981, fourth para) literature analysis and resulting
soil quality are parametrized in the CEBM by an aggregate “soil factor” [32] (p. 307). The
“different turnover times” for SOC mentioned in [41] (p. 981, fifth para) are parametrized
by the overall CEBM formula for SOCD and LD [32] (pp. 310–312), see Table A1.

Different carbon cycle dynamics on soils with agricultural or natural vegetation ([44]
(p. 982)) are mainly governed by distinct decay factors for herbaceous (applied to agri-
culture) and woody biomass (both of them being applied to natural vegetation), see [32]
(pp. 310–311, combined with 313–318) and Table A1. The protracted effect of decompo-
sition of deforested biomass is well mirrored by the functions governing deforestation
emissions. The CEBM, in order to mirror the diversity of impacts of biomass usage for
energy [41] (p. 986) had introduced the five biomass production types as defined in
Table 1 and traced changes in plant stock density according to these types and their differ-
ent woody/herbaceous ratio and stand age [32] (pp. 308–309+325–326). The GORCAM
model [17] mentioned in [41] (p. 990) was developed at the same institute where the present
author—who actually introduced GORCAM’s author to carbon modelling—worked; and
therefore no conceptual rift between CEBM and GORCAM can be expected, except that
GORCAM apparently does not describe the entire globe (as CEBM does) but only a fictive
unit of soil area. The “net CO2/GHG balance” in [41] (p. 992, 2nd para) was computed by
the CEBM for the entire globe [32] (pp. 308–309+319–324) and is available in the CEBM
for each of the five biomass energy production types as a time series [32] (Chapter 7.2.2 on
p. 106).

Moreover, also the conclusions of the FullCAM model proposed by Cowie et al. [41]
(p. 997, lines 4–7) fully equate and endorse the CEBM conclusions presented here as fol-
lows: “There is a risk of depletion of soil carbon stocks in biomass production systems,
because a higher proportion of the organic matter and nutrients are removed from the
site compared with conventional grain and timber production systems. Environmental
and management factors will govern the magnitude and direction of change”. However,
ref. [41] (p. 997, line 27) assesses that soil carbon loss “is negligible in comparison with the
greenhouse mitigation benefit of avoided fossil fuel emissions”. That is a different order
of magnitude than the assessment by CEBM which, however, envisaged a period of one
century for the effect to develop during gradually extended biomass energy use, which
appears to be realistic and suitable to the author.

Another important (meta-analytical) study by Achat et al. [42] (p. 1) speaks about
this same “carbon transfer for soil to atmosphere partly neutralizing the role of a car-
bon sink played by forest soils”. This means a more considerable compromising of BM
carbon neutrality, as is stated in the present article. This meta-analysis, collected from
238 peer-reviewed publications, “reports a global assessment of the consequences of differ-
ent management practices on soil organic carbon storage in forests” [42] (pp. 3–4+8) and
offers an average SOC loss of −38% for “combined conventional and intensive harvest” of
biomass—which is a huge effect indeed, given that the SOC pool amounts to four times
the amount of the carbon pools in the atmosphere or in standing plant matter. Even if
that analysis [42] (p. 8) assesses the change in only one carbon compartment (SOC), these
results can be seen as being in harmony with those of the present study.

On the other side, the article by Schulze et al. [91] corroborates this article’s findings
by stating the following: “We argue that such an increase in biomass harvest would result
in younger forests, lower biomass pools, depleted soil nutrient stocks and a loss of other
ecosystem functions. The proposed strategy is likely to miss its main objective, i.e., to
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, because it would result in a reduction of biomass
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pools that may take decades to centuries to be paid back by fossil fuel substitution, if
paid back at all. Eventually, depleted soil fertility will make the production unsustainable
and require fertilization, which in turn increases GHG emissions due to N2O emissions.
Hence, large-scale production of bioenergy from forest biomass is neither sustainable nor
GHG neutral”. In the same direction, ref. [92] diagnoses a “temporal imbalance” between
the points in time of growth and harvest, thus hampering the desired neutrality at least
as a quick relief to within a few decades, but necessitating non-negligible ‘payback’ or
‘repayment times’ (p. 375). In the same vein, ref. [93] (p. 196) calls for an “analysis
of forest carbon dynamics” and assesses the following: “In summary, it is important to
accurately assess the time required to achieve net emission reductions from substituting
forest bioenergy for fossil fuels, as well as the possible increases in emissions before this
time, and the emission reductions thereafter. Depending on the wood biomass sources,
wood bioenergy can have immediate net emission reduction, or requires decades or more
than a century to obtain the net reduction of emissions”.

The definition of the “displacement factors” (DFs, which relate the emission reduction
to the carbon mass contained in the wood used) by Leturcq [18] turns out to be helpful
for assessing the overall degree of how helpful a biomass energy strategy is. This author
stresses that “energy substitution has an immediate adverse greenhouse effect since the
emission factor of wood is higher than that of any other fuel” [18] (p. 7). Additionally,
his conclusion does not contradict the findings of the CEBM, namely the following: “It
would therefore be appropriate to reduce the consumption of wood energy by the inverse
substitution of less carbon intensive fuels or, better still, non-carbonaceous sources of
energy” [18] (p. 7).

A 2020 German study focusing on ecological indicators finds the following: “that in
order to achieve carbon neutrality, substitution factors between 1.9 (lignite) and 2.5 (gas) are
necessary, depending on the fossil fuel substituted. If no energetic substitution is assumed,
the DF increases to a value of 3.3. In situations with high harvest losses, the necessary
DFs well exceed the values that can be achieved even under very positive assumptions;
C-sustainability is therefore not met.

Still better accordance between CEBM results and literature findings is found in
the cascade of values put forth by [19] (p. 635) that “defines the four steps of Avoid,
Reduce, Replace and Offset” carbon emissions and advocates that “a life cycle perspective
is inevitable”—which actually is implemented in the CEBM on a global level (but not by
numerous other assessments such as [18], or not valid for the entire globe as in [17]).

The very detailed 2020 study [94] (pp. 283+285) computes the carbon emissions
footprint (CF) flow of bioenergy, summarises the direct and secondary (in that article’s
language) SOC changes and “emphasises the importance of a rigorous CF accounting for
bioenergy to support the equitable decision making”. “The CF of bioenergy is subjected to
high variation”, depending on the practices and assessed components [94] (p. 294).

From a life-cycle analysis (LCA) perspective, the authors of [19] (p. 638) suggest five
quality criteria to assess carbon neutrality, and the following list looks into how the CEBM
fulfils them:

• Life cycle completeness: This is the key strength of the CEBM which annually com-
putes all flow equilibria on a global scale, and models the decomposition of dead (or
burnt) plant material with geo-referenced time constants

• GHG completeness: as of now, the CEBM restricts itself to CO2
• Avoidance of trade-offs: other, still unrepresented environmental effects are mentioned

narratively in the text and in the conclusions
• Priority for physically tangible, absolute reduction:
• Offsetting resistance and empowerment: this is the CEBM’s key focus; its key message

is as follows: the essence is every single ton of C remaining under the earth [95]. The
same message is expressed by [22] (p. 2) as follows: “The most important climate
change mitigation measure is the transformation of energy, industry and transport
systems so that fossil carbon remains underground”.
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On a practical and economic level, one advantage of biomass energy is that it can
quickly replace coal or lignite in present-day power plants (including in Ukraine [96–104]),
without very costly adaptations (when co-firing, repowering or retrofitting), while “a major
disadvantage of biomass is the low calorific value compared to other fossil fuels” [105]
(p. 21). That latter effect is of course included in the CEBM model equations. What is still
to be taken into account are transport restrictions [106,107] for biomass fuels which were
quantified in [33] (pp. 60–64).

During the past decades, the strategic meaning of biomass fuels underwent the follow-
ing considerable change; while at the outset regional initiatives provided energy from rural
areas with a focus on waste wood and on conveying added value to the local economy.
Recently, however, vast plantations on the formerly primordial forest for the target of
producing biofuels raised much criticism as follows: “The potential of palm-oil biofuels
to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions compared with fossil fuels is increasingly
questioned.” [108] (p. 1), especially during the first rotation of plantation. The immense
emissions from undertaking forest clearing before implementing plantations are actually
one of the most striking results of CEBM scenarios (lines higher than the zero line in
Figures 4 and 8 quantify this). At the time of scenario writing, the author could hardly
imagine that these actually came true—but economic thinking in combination with unsuit-
able carbon accounting rules created such devastation.

Admittedly, biomass as an energy carrier does not match one key megatrend detectable
in energy economics as follows: the consumer selects more and more those types of useful
energy that allow comfort (such as electricity and heat, i.e., sophisticatedly converted raw
or primary energy) and dismisses more and more such types of energy that are close to
raw energy (or primary energy). This “megatrend” was identified by the author’s “Global
Change Data Base” GCDB [109]. Admittedly, biomass needs much more conversion effort
than solar or wind energy, and offers less conversion efficiency than desired. As an example,
a 2021 study for China found that the GWP of biomass energy lies only 30% lower than
that of fossil energy, while wind and solar score at 50% and 85% better than fossil systems,
respectively [107].

The present CEBM analysis also includes a carbon-sequestration focus analogous to
what meanwhile might be called “Bioenergy with Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS)
as a Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) technology” [106,107,109–113] that might likely be
necessary to reach global net-zero carbon dioxide emission goals. In Section 2.2.2 on defor-
estation, it is mentioned that “realistically” varying deforestation scenarios produce only a
tenth of the variation (within the final CEBM output, the atmospheric CO2 concentration) as
compared to “realistically” varying emission growth scenarios. This reflects the fact that the
pool of still unexcavated fossil reserves is ten times larger than the pool of global standing
biomass (trees etc.). Given that any carbon sequestration strategy realistically could only
store a small fraction of the already existing biomass on the globe (because suitable space is
obviously missing), such a back-of-the-envelope calculation provides us with a worldwide
sequestration potential of less than a percent of fossil reserves. This quick estimation seems
to equate to the very detailed computation of BECCS (5% of Europe’s emissions) provided
by [109], which will still be much reduced by economic and transport restrictions. There lies
biospheric wisdom in the words of the author of the CEBM predecessor model [24], who
said that “where plants could grow massively, they already grow naturally there, and it is
not possible to artificially add large areas with huge carbon stocks on this planet” [26,114],
(p. 3087)—still not yet mentioning competition with rising global food demand. Hence, car-
bon capture and storage seem to be no substantial and viable strategy for climate protection
(but might serve as an additional measure with low potential).

Luckily, recent years have brought consistent Life-Cycle Analyses (LCA) such as [115]
(p. 134349), which allocates the highest environmental impact among all renewable energies
to “biomass and waste”.

Decarbonisation of national energy systems [93] needs profound socioeconomic tran-
sition [116–118] and a close monitoring of carbon as it cycles within a national economy
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differentiated into economic sectors. Still, “current biomass resources cannot meet the
demand for carbon neutrality” [106] when taken as a single measure—and this overall
result is confirmed by the CEBM.

Possibly one of the most comprehensive, most recent and most systematic overviews
(of BM energy) by a large collective of authors, namely the study [22] embraces all pertaining
aspects and once again highlights the need for carefully selecting the cultivation techniques
(based on other work, including [119–124]).

The above section frames the CEBM results within recent accounts of the scientific
literature. Most recent studies (and especially those from the latest years) coincide with
CEBM findings.

4.3. How Much Carbon Depletion Occurs in Which Compartments

This section presents a more detailed discussion of the CEMB’s respective carbon
pools depleting with varying time constants.

A needed and crucial reflection targets the following question: if energetic biomass
usage is followed by carbon depletion in the biosphere, (i) to how much does this amount
to, (ii) in which compartments across which epochs, (iii) how sure can we be of this effect
and (iv) to what extent can this effect be subject to various cultivation/production types?

First of all, we could ask the following: does the locally prevailing biochemistry
impact the extent to which SOC decomposes? This is certainly the case: however, a
suitable averaging across all these effects is provided by the formulae governing the
production and decay of litter and soil carbon, respectively; this is evidenced by the
sufficiently precise reproduction of these pools’ levels after allowing them to reach a
steady state equilibrium (pre-runs), see [32] (pp. 262–263). Even if the availability of
more or less nitrogen (or other nutrients) might be localized to one or another geographic
spot, such effects will be averaged across the globe—and the important number in the
end is atmospheric concentration, which in itself represents a meteorologically generated
planetary mean value.

The question of possibly different time constants governing the decay of organic
matter within different soil horizons (while certainly applying within the geometric detail
of a specified square meter of soil) will analogously equilibrate across space and time. In
the CEBM, there are at least three different carbon compartments decomposing at three
different rates and hence yielding three different time constants, as a function of prevailing
precipitation and temperature on the 2433 grid elements as follows: herbaceous and woody
litter, and SOC, in decreasing order from quickly to slowly decaying. It seems quite safe to
assume that still more differentiated time constants (e.g., a further separation into a higher
number of soil horizons) would not add considerable precision to the overall model which,
after all, is bound to produce one single number only as follows: the resulting atmospheric
CO2 concentration, to which all grid elements add up horizontally and all soil layers add up
vertically. Detailed discussions with their author G. Esser showed that predecessor models
(such as the OBM, [22–26]) and successor models (such as the HRBM, [27,28]) undertook
considerable effort to include programme modules quantifying nitrogen, phosphorus,
sulphur and other cycles but ended up exerting no major change to the overall final result,
the atmospheric CO2 concentration. The interested reader might wish to read the more
detailed answers to this question (for each of the five proposed production scenarios) in [32]
(pp. 92–107), namely that after extensive worldwide biomass growth the decrease in litter
production amounts to some ten(s) of Gigatons of carbon (Gt C, meaning a decrease of a
tenth to a half) while the decrease in SOC amounts to some hundred(s) of GtC (meaning a
decrease of 3 to 20 percent).

In order to provide myself with a very quick explanation in everyday language for this
incomplete carbon neutrality of biomass fuels, I mentally conceived a gross explanation as
follows: “soil microbes continue to decompose carbon even if ‘not knowing’ that there is
no continuation of new plant matter/litter being delivered from above”.
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4.4. How to Correctly Draw System Borders When Perceiving Steady State Equilibria

This section deliberates which side effects to include, i.e., how to define a system’s
border suitably.

If one tries to provide a result lifted to a higher level of abstraction, one could argue
as follows: The initial, generally recognised but static assessment of biomass as a carbon-
neutral fuel means that the two annual carbon flows, namely on the one hand the growth
and on the other hand the combustion emissions have the same value, thus cancelling
each other out and resulting in a value of zero net emissions. From this perspective, a
closed material flow is perceived. The creative act of thinking drew a system boundary
around (only) these two flows and viewed this sub-system of the global carbon cycle as
a self-contained unit. However, a more detailed examination of the biospheric processes
showed that with intensive global biomass use for energy purposes, not only does a single
closed carbon cycle come into action, but other, already existing carbon cycles are disrupted
by this very action. These now interrupted or weakened cycles cause a shift in the more or
less stable flow equilibrium that has been established over very long periods of time.

In other words: if one extends the system boundary of the observation, changes in the global
balance of matter appear, which are inevitably associated with strong human interventions
in nature. Those could not be recognised with the initial way of looking at the existing
but modified steady-state equilibria. This example clearly shows the importance of knowing
how to define a system’s border and of being aware of which limitations such a choice
produces for the final result of that consideration. Depending on how many considerations
are included, there is a different degree of certainty in the model results. On this occasion it
should be pointed out that the scope of the side effects and effects and conditions of a global
energetic use of biomass considered in the present project is still extremely inadequate to
describe all repercussions in the most diverse areas of life affected. In particular, economic,
social studies and ecosystem research should be urgently required.

4.5. The Greenhouse Mitigation Potential of the Various Scenarios

This section evaluates CEBM scenarios with a view to the expectable efficacy of
biomass strategies for CO2 reduction.

With regard to the extent of the reduction in the atmospheric CO2 concentration visible
in Figure 12, the effect achieved by the transition from the base scenario to the biomass
scenario corresponds to that of a reduction in the annual increase in global fossil CO2
emissions by half a percentage point (+0.5%/a). Now, the reader might wish to contemplate
the following comparison: what effort does it represent to cover the entire globe with
biomass energy strategies, and what effort does it represent to lower energy demand by
half a percent per year? Which one is easier? The answer seems clear: biomass energy, after
all, is a very laborious strategy. Or expressed in other words: the effect of the overall carbon
neutrality of biomass fuels amounts to only half of what was expected initially.

A more precise explanation for this lowered degree of carbon neutrality can be given as
follows in other words, when contemplating the scenarios: Based on the basic scenario in
Figure 12 (corresponding to an annual increase in CO2 emissions of +1%), the greenhouse
reduction effectiveness of the practically worldwide biomass scenario discussed above
can be compared with an annual increase in emissions of only 0.5%. It is found that both
scenarios have an almost identical course of atmospheric CO2 concentration. The result
of such a comparison is that a fictitious measure that uses almost all naturally grown
areas for fuel production and a fictitious measure that reduces the growth rate of energy
consumption by half a percentage point per year with the same energy source mix, have
the same potential to mitigate the greenhouse effect.

The low-emission scenario in Figure 12 contains an extremely large proportion of
“carbon-free energy sources”, while the basic scenario and the biomass scenario also contain
a considerable proportion. In the opinion of everyone involved in the project, this group
of carbon-free energy carriers should mainly include solar energy or wind energy in its
various forms of use. In all of the above-mentioned scenarios (base, biomass, low-emission),
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the successful implementation of efforts to reduce the growth in global energy demand
by around two percentage points per year compared to the trend scenario is an absolutely
necessary prerequisite to approximating a reduction target. The question of the strategies
necessary to combat the greenhouse effect therefore requires an answer in the sense of
“both—and”. Attempts to solve the problem in the sense of an “either—or” cannot achieve
the set goal of slowing down the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere, as the present work
clearly shows.

The result regarding the quantities of achievable reductions is summarised in Table 2 as
follows: If one refers to the atmospheric concentrations in the year 2100, the CO2 mitigation
effect is due to the transition from the trend scenario to the base scenario (i.e., above
all, the lowering of global energy consumption) around −550 ppm (Figure 11); the CO2
mitigation effect brought about by the introduction of almost planet-wide energetic use of
biomass in its most efficient form around −150 ppm, i.e., much less. The climate-friendly
reduction target, on the other hand, requires a reduction of around −740 ppm. The setting
of priorities for measures against the greenhouse effect should be made taking into account
the proportions of the three numbers mentioned above. In clear terms, this means that
global energetic use of biomass only brings −100 ppm and therefore the lion’s share of
the effort must be achieved through other measures, preferably a reduction in the global
energy demand.

4.6. Resulting Decision-Making Support for Energy Planning

This section deliberates the consequences of CEBM results for policy making.
For the implementation of major changes in the structure of the energy supply [125–134],

it is assumed that these obey the sigma-shaped curve of market introduction as follows: Ac-
cordingly, changes do not appear in reality immediately after a measure (e.g., introducible
with a low but constant growth rate only) has been taken, but rather show a steady and
slowly starting increase. The validity of this sigma-shaped market introduction curve was
documented for many technologies within the energy and transport industries by Arnulf
Grübler at the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis IIASA [135–146] and
backed up with historical data. In view of the fact that long-term measures can have great
effects, but that these only become tangible after a certain implementation phase [147],
necessary long-term strategies call for supplementation with short-term measures.

On the level of systems analysis, the result is that a whole bundle of measures is prefer-
able to a single measure not only in order to be equally successful in the many subsectors
and market niches of the energy industry, but also because of the staggered timing of the
actual entry into force. In particular, it is appropriate to combat the rise in atmospheric
CO2 concentration with a bundle of, on the one hand, immediately implementable changes
that are already within the reach of market introduction, and, on the other hand, long-term
measures that share the various economic and social boosting effects and self-reinforcing
effects. The latter fall into the structural area of policy making and not into its purely
technical area. The implementation of the first group of measures alone would have a
certain effect in the short term, but this would not be sufficient to achieve the overall goal.
The implementation of the second group of measures alone would be sufficiently effective
in the medium term, but valuable time would elapse before it actually unfolds.

It is in the nature of things that short-term effective measures are more manageable
through the technical sector of policy making, while longer-term measures must come from
the realms of economic, political, behavioural and attitude policies and therefore challenge
people much more.

The effectiveness of biomass as an energy source in terms of lowering atmospheric CO2
concentrations was presented in detail in Section 3 and can be seen in Table 2, where the
most important effects of a planet-wide energetic use of biomass are summarised. Utilizing
even the theoretical potential for energetic use of biomass all over the world will result only in a
concentration reduction of around 150 ppm by 2100 (the difference between the basic scenario
and the biomass scenario). Based on the trend scenario for global energy consumption, this
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is a marginal improvement in the greenhouse problem. Intensive global energetic use of
biomass without corresponding accompanying measures (such as efficiency improvements
and lowering energy demand as such!) is clearly not expedient.

The utilization of the maximum theoretical potential for energetic biomass use based
on the basic scenario with global energy consumption (i.e., increasing annually by almost
two percentage points less than in the trend scenario due to various efforts to save CO2),
again results in a very clearly recognizable attenuation effect of CO2 with over 100 ppm.
Still, by both measures, the climate-friendly reduction target is still not fully achieved.

Moreover, it can be assumed that in practice the theoretical potential cannot be fully
exploited due to technical, economic and ecological restrictions.

From the scenarios described, it can be deduced that intensive efforts to lower the global
increase in energy consumption are an absolutely necessary prerequisite for the additional efforts
to be applied to a worldwide energetic use of biomass or to implement others in a socially
and ecologically compatible manner, in order to be able to help the changing of energy
sources (the so-called fuel switch) achieve significant success. This structure of the problem
clearly results in a ranking of priorities for lowering atmospheric CO2 concentration as
follows: The most important, because it is the most effective measure is the lowering of the
global increase in energy consumption and the implementation of a carbon-free energy system based
on solar energy to cover the remaining energy demand. Only if this has taken place would
the introduction of a worldwide energetic use of biomass exert some additional auxiliary
mitigation effect, while the principle of sustainability must of course be maintained for
biomass energy. This way, biomass energy could contribute to a noteworthy approach
towards a climate-friendly reduction target (not necessarily yet its attainment!).

This sequence of priorities within energy policy is the result of this research project
and is logically and verifiably derived from the model results of the “Combined Energy and
Biosphere Model” CEBM. Moreover, all in-depth analyses of energy policy effectiveness
since then have confirmed and corroborated this result.

4.7. Possible Long-Term Perspective, in General Terms

This section contemplates the general suitability of modelling carbon flows, and hints
at further strategic aims.

In very general terms, all model variables can be divided into those with a valid
applicable conservation law (mass, energy, financial resources, . . . ) and those without a
valid applicable conservation law (information, cultural values, quality of life, ways of
thinking, behaviour, . . . ). A simple consideration shows that for all matter-like quantities
(i.e., those with a conservation law) an increased use in one area of life or in one region
of the world is connected with an increased withdrawal of the same quantity in another
region of life or in another region of the world. For example, fossil fuels are exhaustible, the
land resources of the globe are limited and material flows of any kind cannot be increased
indefinitely. Unrestrained growth in such a model parameter with a valid conservation
law always leads to saturation at a certain point in time, if not to a disturbance of the
global material balance. This consideration leads to the assumption that unrestrained
growth can only be possible and justifiable in the long term in those model parameters for
which no conservation law applies, as follows: These are, for example, cultural values and
quality of life. Increasing life satisfaction for one group of people is not necessarily linked
to decreasing life satisfaction for another group of people due to physical or economic
laws. Long-term humane development of the earth seems to be possible only if the “aim for
growth” in humans shifts from matter-like parameters to non-matter-like parameters.

In other words, this means the following: From a very long-term perspective, the
way out of the greenhouse problem only seems to exist if a possibility of maintaining a
civilization without compulsive annual economic growth can be found. Annual economic
growth seems inevitable to maintain the current order structure. As became clear above, it
is precisely this necessary annual increase in activities that leads to an inevitable destabi-
lization, provided it is associated with increasing material flows. For this reason, a concrete
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study is proposed which may have to do with the way in which a human civilization can
be conceived without constantly increasing material turnover.

Future research on sustainable [91] (p. 611) [148] biomass should also include socio-
economic frameworks [149] such as environmental and social compatibility (i.e., public
acceptance) [150,151], a synoptic analysis of the grave risks brought about by potential
“alternatives” such as nuclear power, see [152], and should present outweighed patterns
of solutions constituting a blend of diversified energy strategies that can render the fight
against global warming successful [148,153–167].

The above sections opened up the perspective for a wider perception, including several
more conceptual, economic, biospheric, and political connotations.

5. Conclusions

This article described the key features of the “Combined Energy and Biosphere Model”
CEBM which serves not only to assess the global biomass cycle on 2433 grid elements
worldwide and compute a theoretical maximum potential for biomass energy but also to
evaluate if—on a principal level—biomass energy is carbon neutral at all.

The key finding is that traditionally assumed carbon neutrality cannot be corroborated
by the CEBM results, rather than biomass energy is—as a rough rule of thumb—only “half
as carbon neutral” as often assumed (when underlying an average fuel mix in a country).

The key recommendation is to investigate in detail the dynamic carbon flow involved
with envisaged biomass growth strategies (as was recently already partially undertaken
and documented in scientific literature).

While the strength of the presented model lies in its planet-wide scope, the limitations
of this study lie in its excessively coarse geographical resolution and the lack of secondary
carbon emissions represented (including during harvesting and fuel conversion).

The potential future development of this research should and will concentrate on more
realistic and more detailed modelling of biomass energy’s effect on nature, including its
socioeconomic facets.

Results for very intensive biomass use for energy suggest that over time the global
carbon pools of litter (twigs and leaves) and especially soil organic carbon (i.e., the humus
layer) deplete considerably as a result of the interrupted natural carbon cycle. Overall,
based on this finding, the earlier theoretical assumption of “carbon-neutral biomass fuels” is
disapproved of and might be reduced to “half as carbon neutral as previously assumed” (when
compared to a current fuel mix), even on a theoretical level. It is emphasized that secondary
emissions such as those related to production, transport and conversion into biomass fuels
will damage still further this already highly incomplete carbon neutrality of biomass.

This project also intends to provide decision-making support for energy planning.
For this reason, in the following lines, the modelling results will be used to derive the
way in which the energy policy makers of an industrialised country should act. On the
one hand are the traditionally existing goals for any energy system of (a) covering energy
demands (including lowering demands), (b) economic efficiency (security of supply), and
(c) environmental and social compatibility (i.e., public acceptance) and on the other hand it
is necessary to fulfil obligations regarding the greenhouse effect. In this context, priority is
clearly given to lowering energy demand as compared to covering such (still high) energy
demand with whichever fuels, be these (partly environmentally compatible) biomass fuels.

It was shown that the potential of biomass energy carriers is very likely to have the
theoretical maxima shown (namely a gross heat value in the order of magnitude of the
present global energy demand, which is surprisingly modest). From this finding, the
requirement to exploit other potentials—above all, energy savings—is derived. Compared
to the use of C-free (or any) energy sources, the advantage of lowering energy demand is that
no material flow of any kind has to be set in motion. In any case, it goes without saying
that when choosing from the “non-carbon” subset of energy sources, only environmentally
acceptable and socially acceptable energy sources may be used. Regarding the expected
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and unexpected emissions of various energy systems such as nuclear power, see [152].
Therefore, nuclear energy is not promoted or supported by the present article.

Only a blend of diversified energy strategies can render the fight against global
warming successful. Given the above-mentioned constraints (already based on a global
model that merely takes into account the carbon cycle), biomass energy may and will play a
noticeable role in such a bundle of measures, but it may be of a limited order of magnitude.

This article’s research question of the relative importance of biomass energy as a
CO2 reduction strategy can be contextualized as follows in two ways:

(1) Should the currently sustainable and local energetic use of biomass be promoted as
much as possible?

Yes. The positive role of biomass fuels as a substitute for fossil fuels is undisputed,
if produced in a sustainable manner. In particular, the contribution of other positive
side effects of the energetic use of biomass, such as improvement of the agricultural
income structure, reduction of foreign dependency and much more make this strategy very
desirable. It is important to ensure that the effect of the impoverishment of the soil humus
is prevented and that sustainable use is generally pursued.

(2) Can the worldwide use of biomass fuels alone prevent the global increase in atmo-
spheric CO2 content?

No. The global potential for biomass fuels is too small for this. It has also been shown
that the energetic use of biomass is not entirely CO2-neutral.

The added value of the present analysis based on the CEBM is its full immersion in
reality, its framing by real-world biospheric data globally, and the computation of the global
outcome of large-scale biomass use for energy—instead of a merely theoretical assessment
on theoretical unit areas.

In a nutshell, this is the author’s personal ethical imperative: first reduce global energy
demand, second, cover most of it with carbon-neutral sources, of which biomass energy is
a readily available component. Such an approach appears as equivalent to present-day EU
energy policy and the opinion of most experts. An additional and often forgotten side-effect
is safeguarding energy supply within a friendly circle of states and not co-financing wars
of whatever kind (fundamentalism, Ukraine etc.) by distributing fossil political systems
(often promoted in fossil-dependent states) suffering from the resource curse (or paradox
of plenty paradox)—a crucial effect in development economics.
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Appendix A

This annex shows the main mathematical functions of the used model CEBM graphi-
cally (Table A1) and as formulaic expressions in Appendix B.
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Table A1. The functions governing growth and decay of plants in the CEBM are displayed as a function of temperature and precipitation (first four rows) and the
last two rows show the spatial and temporal patterns in the steady-state equilibrium of flows are shown. All images are produced by the author [49].

Biomass Growth (NPP) Herbaceous Litter Woody Litter Soil Organic Carbon

Functions
(3-dim.)

Function (2-dim. contour lines) for
the factor determining the decay of

organic matter in %/a

Functions as f(temperature)
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Appendix B

The main mathematical functions of the model CEBM, in simplified version. Their
key interrelationship is shown in Figure 1, from where the main abbreviations can also be
seen in the context of flows and pools. All formulae are described in [23].

The following pools and flows are represented as one global total number:

CO2 = sum of all fluxes into the atmosphere = FCO + BMFP + BUM − NPP(b + a + n) +
Burnt + LD(h + w) + SOCD − CM
FCO = fossil carbon emissions = with fixed annual increase rates, or driven by the energy
strategy module
FC = fossil carbon reserves
CM = carbon flow from the global atmosphere into the mixed layer of the global ocean
M & D = mixed and deep ocean layers (obeying a diffusion & mixing equation)

The following pools and flows are represented as one number for each of the 2433 grid
elements:

NPPb = net primary productivity of biomass growing on areas dedicated to biomass energy
production, according to the formulae for either NPPa or NPPn, depending on the selected
biomass energy scenario (see Table 1)
NPPa = net primary productivity of agricultural biomass according to country-wise FAO
data for average annual yield, growing on each grid cell’s agricultural area
NPPn = net primary productivity of natural biomass, according to the growth function
depending on temperature T and precipitation N, see Table A1, 2nd column, and a soil
factor (0 . . . 1), growing on each grid cell’s natural area
NPPn = soil factor ∗min (3000/(1 + exp(1.315 − 0.119 ∗ T)), 3000 ∗ (1 − exp(−0.000664 ∗
N))), thus numerically implementing Liebig’s minimum principle for plant growth
Ba + Bn = standing biomass for biomass production (composed by herbaceous + woody)
Pagr = standing agricultural biomass (composed by herbaceous only, meaning plants
standing for 1 year only)
Pnat = standing natural biomass (composed by herbaceous + woody; the latter having a
defined stand age)
Pnat = 0.59 ∗ NPPn ∗ (stand age0.792)
BMFP = biomass fuel production, the annual flow of combusted biomass (h + w)
BUM = biomass standing on areas re-dedicated to biomass fuel use (can be burnt with or
without gaining the related heating value)
Burnt = biomass burnt during deforestation; this amount is governed by the input parame-
ter defining the annually deforested area
LPh & LPw = litter production, herbaceous & woody, according to a complex litter produc-
tion function structurally similar to the LD ones
Lh & Lw = Litter pool (h & w); it is based on balancing the inputs and outputs of the
functional equations of NPP and LD
LDh & LDw = litter depletion, herbaceous & woody (where the share between woody
and herbaceous is inputted grid-wise), according to the decay function depending on
temperature and precipitation, see Table A1, 3rd & 4th column.
SOCneu = formation of new soil organic carbon
SOC = pool of soil organic carbon
SOCD = SOC depletion, according to the decay function depending on temperature and
precipitation, see Table A1, 5th column
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